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Abstract 

This paper presents a novel, agent-based sensing-system reconfiguration methodology for the 

recognition of time-varying-geometry targets (objects or subjects). A multi-camera active-

vision system is used to improve form-recognition performance by selecting near-optimal 

viewpoints along a prediction time horizon. The proposed method seeks to maximize the 

target visibility in a cluttered, dynamic environment. Simulated experiments clearly show a 

tangible potential performance gain. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years, the surveillance of human targets has become an area of intense research. The 

need to capture detailed data from a complicated, articulated target (such as a human) presents 

a difficult problem. Many algorithms developed thus far have been designed to work under 

ideal conditions, with clear, un-occluded images [1].  The effectiveness of such algorithms 

could be significantly improved if reconfigurable sensing systems were employed in order to 

reduce uncertainty inherent in the sensing process. However, current sensing-system planning 

(also known as sensor planning or sensing-system reconfiguration) methods proposed in the 

literature mostly deal with non-time-varying (fixed) target geometries (e.g., [2]). Thus, the 

objective of this paper is to present a novel, agent-based sensing-system reconfiguration 

methodology for the form recognition of time-varying geometry targets (objects or subjects). 

Sensing-system reconfiguration is commonly defined as using a formal method to select 

the number, types, locations, and internal parameters of sensors employed in the surveillance 

of an object or subject. An effective, real-time surveillance system must be able to cope with 

the presence of multiple static or dynamic (maneuvering) targets and obstacles as part of its 

sensing solution [3]. These factors complicate the process of sensing-system reconfiguration, 

as it applies to time-varying geometry objects, by introducing such complications as: non-

uniform importance, self-occlusions, and continuous surveillance ([4], [5]).  

Non-uniform importance refers to the fact that viewpoints are differentiated in the useful 

information they can provide to a vision algorithm – by both their viewpoint and by their time 

instant [6]. For instance, different views of a human subject would contain different sub-parts 

of the overall model (form). If the algorithm already has input data containing some parts of 

the overall model, views containing images of the remaining parts could become relatively 

more important. Similarly, since the subject would change in form over time, so the same 

relative viewpoint would not necessarily have the same importance at two different instances.  

Below, a detailed literature review discusses past research work on form recognition of 

time-varying geometry objects and sensing-system reconfiguration. As mentioned above, the 

majority of past work on sensing-system reconfiguration has dealt with fixed-geometry 

objects (e.g., [7]). Some past works, however, have applied reconfiguration algorithms 

developed for fixed-geometry objects to those with time-varying geometries (e.g., [8]). 

Similarly, an off-line planning method was proposed in [9] to track the motion of an 

articulated human form using eight static cameras. While such approaches would have merit, 

the problems mentioned above cannot be directly addressed.  
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Static Environment 

The survey paper [1] characterizes sensor-planning methods as either generate-and-test or 

synthesis. Generate-and-test methods discretize the domain to limit the number of 

configurations that must be considered, and evaluate possible configurations with respect to 

task constraints (e.g., [10]). Synthesis methods characterize task requirements analytically, 

and determine sensor poses by finding a solution to the set of constraints given by the current 

system state (e.g., [11], [12]). One can note, however, that most examples of reconfiguration 

in static environments tend to be application-specific (e.g., [13], [14]).  

 

Dynamic Environment 

A natural extension to exploring a static environment with mobile cameras is the 

consideration of moving targets, obstacles, and sensors – a dynamic environment [15]. For 

example, in [7] an 11-camera system was used to examine the effects of viewpoint on 

recognition rates for human gait. In [16] and [17], multiple mobile sensors were positioned 

on-line, for the surveillance of maneuvering targets in the presence of static obstacles. More 

recently, agent-based planning methods were applied to the on-line sensing-system 

reconfiguration problem ([3], [18], and [19]).  Other examples include ([20]-[23]). 

 
Static-Form Recognition 

A logical starting point in any time-varying geometry-recognition algorithm is the 

identification of a single, static form. However, since this would require an existing database 

of characteristic data for known poses, past work focused on merely reconstructing the model 

of an unknown object ([24]-[28]). Earlier human-gait recognition works advocated that it 

might be possible to uniquely identify an individual based on their gait (e.g., [29]). Research 

in the area began with algorithms designed to distinguish the current form of a human given a 

single image [30].  Using key-point markers, it has been shown that the gait of an individual 

can be uniquely distinguished at a rate above that of random chance [31]. The research results 

reported in [32] showed that automatic face and gait recognition can be combined, using 

decision-level data fusion, for human identification.  

 
Dynamic-Form Recognition 

Many time-varying-geometry objects exhibit specific, repeatable sequences of form that one 

might wish to recognize [33]. Common recognition approaches have been classified into three 

general categories:  template matching, semantic approaches, and statistical approaches [15]. 
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In template matching, input images are compared directly to stored templates and multiple 

pose matches over time form a sequence template (e.g., [34]). Semantic approaches are 

model-based approaches, in that a high-level representation of the target may be constructed 

(e.g., [35]). Statistical approaches can be seen as extension of both previous approaches, in 

that they attempt to reduce the dimensionality of database matching through statistical 

operations on the template database (e.g., [36]-[39]).  

The key similarity to most of the above form-recognition methods is that sensors are not 

considered as part of the methodology – input data is taken to be fixed, with no opportunity 

for quality improvement. However, research has shown that many factors, such as viewing 

angle, are important factors in recognition performance [7]. Thus, in this paper, a multi-

camera active-vision system is used to improve form-recognition performance by selecting 

near-optimal viewpoints. The proposed method seeks to maximize the visibility of the time-

varying-geometry targets, hereafter referred to as Objects of Interest (OoIs), moving in a 

cluttered, dynamic environment. 

 
2.  PROBLEM FORMULATION 

A primary assumption in this paper is that Objects of Interest (OoIs) may move on a priori 

unknown paths, in a workspace cluttered with multiple, dynamic obstacles, also moving on a 

priori unknown motion paths. As such, a suitable starting point would be first to define the 

expected tasks for the surveillance system, followed by the principal qualitative goals. The 

surveillance system must perform the following tasks: 

•  Detection: All objects in the scene must be detected and categorized as either the 

OoI or an Obstacle upon entering the workspace. 

•  Tracking:  Each object must be tracked, and an estimate of its future pose (position 

and orientation) maintained. 

•  Reconfiguration:  Given historical, current, and predicted data about the OoI and obstacles, 

an achievable set of poses for all sensors that minimizes uncertainty for 

the surveillance task at hand must be determined. 

•  Recognition: Data from all sensors must be fused into a single estimate of the OoI’s 

current geometry. A further estimate must reconcile this geometry data 

with historical data to determine the current action of the OoI. 
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The two principal qualitative goals that the surveillance system should achieve are: 

•  Real-time operation:  All operations must be limited in computational complexity and 

depth, such that real-time operation of the system is not 

compromised.  

•  Robustness:  The system must be robust to faults, and the likelihood of false 

identification or classification must be minimized. 

The performance of a surveillance system can, thus, be characterized by the success of the 

vision task in recognizing the target form and its current action. This task depends primarily 

on the quantity and quality of the sensor data that is collected, characterized herein by a 

visibility metric, V. This metric in turn depends on the current form and pose of the OoI, the 

poses of the obstacles, and the poses of the cameras. However, the only variables that the 

sensing system has direct control over are the poses of the cameras.  

The visibility metric for the ith camera at the jth demand instant, tj, is expressed herein as a 

function of , the pose of the ithj
Si

p  sensor, S , at the jth instant: i

( )j
S

j
i

j
i i

fV p= (1) , 

where pose is defined as a 6D vector [ ]θψφzyx  representing position, , 

and orientation, ( . Thus, this paper proposes a global formulation of the reconfiguration 

problem for a sensing system with n

( )z,y,x

)φ,ψ,θ

sens sensors, nobs obstacles, and with prediction over the 

time horizon ending at the mth demand instant: 

 
For each demand instant, t , j=1 to m, perform the following: j

For each sensor, S , i=1 to n , solve the following: sensi

(2) Given:  ; k = 1, to n0000
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(5)                        , l
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l
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i
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(6)                        ; l = 1 to j, minVV l
i ≥

End of loop. 

Continue while: t  < t , proc max

 

Above  is the pose of the OoI at the jth thj
OoIp  demand instant,  is the pose of the kj

obsk
p  

obstacle at the jth demand instant,  is the feature vector of the OoI at the jthju  demand instant, 
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iP  is the discretized set of feasible camera poses for the ith camera,  is the discretized set of 

achievable camera poses for the i

j
iA

th th camera at the j  demand instant, Vmin refers to a user-

defined threshold of minimum visibility, tproc is the time spent processing data, and tmax is the 

maximum time limit for the selection of a final pose set. The two sets of feasible and 

achievable poses,  and , are governed by: j
iAiP

(7) 
i

l
i PA ⊆ , 

(8)  iff. , upplow ppp ≤≤P∈p

where plow and pupp are the lower and upper movement limits of the sensor motion. These 

limits are defined by the physical constraints of the sensors themselves. The set of achievable 

poses represents the set of poses (out of all feasible poses) that can be reached given the 

limited motion capabilities of the sensor and the remaining time. The determination of the 

subset  depends on the model of motion used, and is not specified. i
j

i PA ⊆

The proposed performance objective function, Pr, depends on the visibility metric of each 

camera at all demand instants on the horizon. It is a measure of success in achieving the 

sensing objective [16]. Overall, the proposed formulation seeks first to maximize the visibility 

of the OoI at the immediate future demand instant, [t1], for all cameras. If sufficient time 

remains, the system seeks to maximize expected visibility at [t1 and t2 1], then, [t , t2, and t3], 

and so on. As such, a higher overall metric value may be achieved at later demand instants, 

possibly at the expense of near-future visibility.  

The above trade-off can be controlled by adjusting the minimum desired visibility, which 

in turn controls the camera assignment at each demand instant. If the condition  

cannot be met for a given camera, it is considered unassigned, and should be moved in 

anticipation of future demand (a second maximization of expected visibility, at a demand 

instant further into the future, would take place). However, empirically-determined weights 

could be assigned to nearer demand instants in order to minimize exposure to future 

uncertainties in estimated poses.  

minVV l
i ≥

One may note that the computational complexity is bounded, though the determination of 

poses at each future instant does depend on poses determined for previous instants, back to 

the current time, t0. 
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3.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
The proposed methodology advocates sensing-system reconfiguration via an agent-based 

approach, Figure 1.  The individual modules are described below. 

 
 

Figure 1. Structure of proposed agent-based methodology. 
 

Sensor Agents 

At the lowest level, each sensor agent may be associated with a sensor (i.e., camera) present 

in the given physical system. The exact configuration (in terms of number and composition of 

the sensor set) can be determined through a number of established methods ([1], [10], and 

[11]). It is assumed that each camera is reconfigurable in terms of its pose and that each is 

limited in capability by positional and rotational velocity and acceleration: 

 

(9) 01 tttd −=  , 

(10) maxmin LxL << 1  , 

(11) +− << LL xxx 1  , 

( ) ( dLdL t,f,t,f 00   xxxx == +− ) (12)  , 

 

where x  is the initial position, x  is the final position, t0 1 0 is the initial time, t1 is the final time, 

td is the total time between the demand instants, and Lmin/max are the outer limits of the motion 
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axis. Similarly, xL- and xL+ are the minimum and maximum poses achievable, respectively, 

given the capabilities of the sensor, the current pose, and the time remaining. This is captured 

by equation (9), which defines an arbitrary function for the mapping – the function will 

depend on the model of motion being used. A similar set of equations can be used to 

determine the rotational limits in terms of angular velocity and acceleration. This position 

space can be discretized into npos possible final positions, where , to bound 

computational complexity. A continuous algorithm that is limited in iterative depth could also 

be used. The visibility metric can be evaluated at each discretized sensor pose. 

( 01 ttn pos −∝ )

Herein, all known obstacles and the OoI are modeled as elliptical cylinders. A clipped 

projection plan can be established and all objects projected onto this plane, Figure 2, 3. A 

sorting algorithm can, then, be used to produce an ordered list from highest to lowest visibility, 

which is passed from the sensor agent to the central planner. The visibility metric is, thus, 

defined as: 

 
( ) ( )

( )angledistarea
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cos 1φ (14) , 

 

( )++−+ −−= θθφφφ LLLL ,maxmax (15) . 

, WIn (13), Warea dist, and Wangle are the weighting constants for the metrics of visible OoI 

area, zoom factor (size of OoI in the camera view), and angular distance from a view with the 

OoI centered in the image, respectively. The vectors T  and T1 2 define the two tangent points 

to the bounding ellipse (2D), which are also on lines that pass through the focal point of the 

camera. The sum is over all distinct, visible portions of these lines, Li, – namely, the sum 

gives the total length of all the line segments, from T  to T2,1  that are visible (not outside the 

limits of the camera field of view, and not occluded by any obstacles). This sum is normalized 

by the maximum possible value, which is simply the total length of the line segment between 

the two tangent points (complete visibility).  
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Figure 2 - (Top) Example of 3-D simulation showing projection plane 

cT obj1

 
Figure 3 - Top-down view (different scene) of projection of the virtual OoI/obstacle cylinders 

onto camera plane.   
 

Also in (13), the vector f represents the focal point of the camera, and cobj is the center of 

the OoI. The center term gives the distance from the focal point to the OoI center; essentially, 

it is a metric of the size of the OoI in the final image. It is normalized by dmax, which is the 

maximum possible distance from the focal point of the camera to the OoI that is considered to 

be within the confines of the workspace. dmax can be found off-line by solving Equation (16). 

φ  is the angle between the focal line of the camera and the line passing through both the 

camera’s rotation center, ccam, and the OoI’s center, cobj. It is a measure of centering of the 

OoI in the camera image, and normalized by the maximum possible difference, maxφ . This 

f 

φ  

T2

ccam

Obstacle 

OoI 

Camera 

∑
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maximum can be found as in (15). The values of  are the upper and lower 

limits of the camera pan and tilt angles, respectively. The choice between the two 

normalization factors is not critical, as the difference can be corrected by increasing the 

corresponding weighting value. 

++−+ θθφφ LLLL ,,,

The optimization process is summarized below: 

For each vertex pi ,i=1, to n , on the workspace bounding polygon: bound  p

( ) i
boundcamcamcamcamcamcam pzyxfd −Ψ= ,,,,, θφ (16) Maximize:       

(17) Subject to:       +− <≤ xcamx LxL

(18)  +− <≤ ycamy LyL

+− <≤ zcamz LzL  (19) 

 +− <≤ φφ φ LL cam (20) 

+− <≤ θθ θ LL cam   (21) 

+Ψ−Ψ <Ψ≤ LL cam  (22)

End of Loop. 

 

Central Planning Agent 

The use of a central planning agent is proposed to accept the sorted visibility evaluations from 

each sensor agent, as well as a list of the discretized achievable poses, in order to generate 

camera assignments and select their final poses for the demand instant at hand. The visibility 

metric list may be depth limited and the discretized range represented only by its outer limits, 

to save overhead. A simple set of rules could be used to select a subset of the cameras to 

service the OoI at this demand instant. For example: 

• Cameras with a visibility metric less than a minimum, Vmin, at all poses, are 

unassigned. 

• The M highest visibility cameras are assigned and all others unassigned. 

• Agents for unassigned cameras are asked to re-evaluate the visibility metric for 

additional demand instants. They are moved in anticipation of potentially optimal 

viewpoints at instants farther into the future. 

• For assigned cameras, a weighted sum of metrics is evaluated. This sum must include 

the base object visibility (13) and a measure of importance of the view (in terms 

unique data about the object). Namely, feedback from the form-prediction agent on 
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which sub-parts of the OoI are not currently well represented in the dataset is also 

included. 

 

Pose-Prediction Agent 

This agent predicts the future poses of the OoI and all obstacles in the workspace from 

historical data. A number of well established options exist, such as the Kalman Filter (KF) 

and its variants [40].  

 

Referee Agent 

This agent ensures that global rules are not violated – rules imposed on the overall system 

behavior that are not captured directly by the optimization problem, or by the specifications of 

the other system agents. Typically, such rules are highly application specific, and have a 

variety of uses. For example, a rule could be defined to guarantee the assignment of a 

minimum number of cameras at each instant to the surveillance of the OoI. While a real-world 

application would have a significantly more demanding set of rules, this single rule does serve 

a purpose for the simulations that follow.  

 

Form- and Action-Recognition Agents 

The proposed static-form recognition method is model based. Data on object forms are stored 

as a feature vector derived from geometrical data – the feature vector consists of a list of 

interest point locations on the OoI, relative to an origin point on the object. The system must 

be able to determine the location of the reference point in some coordinate system (possibly 

world coordinates) and the locations of as many interest points as possible in this same system. 

There are many computer vision methods available for this purpose, such as local PCA  

(Principal Component Analysis), Harris Corner points, Harris DOG (Difference of Gaussian) 

points, and Image Neighborhood Descriptors [41].  

In order to recognize the current OoI action, the sensing system would also have to 

identify the location in a database sequence of two distinct target forms, referred to as the start 

and end frames. Using time normalized input data, a metric of distance from the library data 

could be formulated for each database set that contains both the start and end forms. A simple 

approach would be to consider the most current data as the end frame, and use some number 

of previous frames. However, this has the potential to miss action transitions, and introduce 

other artifacts. Thus, a continuous, depth-limited scan must be implemented. 
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4.  SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS 

In this paper, a single-target, dynamic environment is considered, where the OoI is a simple 

articulated model simulating a human walking. The simulation environment developed is 

capable of generating synthetic images, as would be viewed by each camera, based on 

detailed 3D models of all physical objects, (i.e., the OoI and obstacles) as well as a cluttered 

background. Although obstacles can be represented by simple models derived from real-world 

objects, the time-varying geometry (human) OoI is more difficult to simulate [42]. A simple 

segmented figure created from geometric primitives was used in our work. A system of 

managing and creating realistic library form data for the OoI was implemented, [43]. We also 

accounted for the real-time nature of the proposed system.  

 

4.1  Experimental Set-Up 

The proposed methodology was simplified for the basic verification of its principal operation: 

The prediction agent was replaced with a ‘perfect’ prediction simulator (thus, not shown on 

the figure) – namely, the current poses of all obstacles and the OoI are assumed to be known 

exactly (with no uncertainty) for this ideal case.   

A total of four sensor agents (for four cameras) were implemented – each is responsible 

for solving its own local-optimization problem directly. The central planner accepts the 

highest ranked solutions, and utilizes a simple set of rules to select a subset of the cameras to 

service the OoI at the current demand instant, and to select their final poses. An overview of 

this process is shown in Figure 4. A fixed time horizon of three demand instants is used. From 

the current time, the system has until the first instant in the horizon, t0, to make a final 

decision on camera assignment and placement.  

 Absolute Decision Deadline 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Overview of sensor assignment in simulated system. 

 

First 3 Cameras Moving

Current Time t0 t1

Future 

Interval shrinks as current 

time approaches first instant 

t
Unassigned, Minimum Expected-Visibility Camera Moving 

2

The three sensors with the highest expected 

visibility service the OoI at this instant 
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A fixed assignment of three cameras to the nearest instant, t1, and one camera to the 

farthest instant, t , is used for these experiments. Before the deadline (or t2 0), the following 

rules are used herein to determine camera assignment and determination of their poses:  

• The three cameras with the highest maximized expected visibility at time instant t1 

are assigned to service the OoI at that instant. They begin moving at the end of the 

decision deadline, (i.e., at time instant t0) and continue until they reach their final 

pose (which must happen no later than t1). 

• The agent with the lowest maximized expected visibility metric is asked to re-

evaluate its metric for an additional demand instant in the future, t2, and is 

assigned to this instant.    

• Any cameras with an expected visibility metric less than the minimum, Vmin, at the 

final pose chosen above are not used in the fusion process for the nearest instant, t1. 

These sensors still move to the positions determined by Rules 1 and 2, in 

anticipation of future demand instants. 

The software developed can produce (simulated) images from any of the (virtual) cameras, 

and includes a segmented model that approximates the human form. A simple walking action 

was used in all the simulated experiments. Custom surface models of all objects in the 

environment were created, and camera calibration matrices were generated based on data 

from physical cameras in our matching physical setup. Form recognition was achieved by a 

model-based algorithm using color segmentation, Appendix A.   

 
4.2  Experimental Results 

Numerous (simulated) experiments were performed to verify achievable, tangible 

improvement on form recognition through sensing-system re-configurability. Two primary 

experiments are presented herein. In the first experiment, we seek to quantify how system re-

configurability affects form recognition of time-varying-geometry subjects (from noisy 

images) in the presence of static obstacles but with ideal (perfect) OoI motion prediction. In 

the second experiment, we seek to quantify the effect of real-world tracking through the 

addition of noise on the OoI motion prediction.  

Results from additional two experiments are presented in Appendix C on non-uniform 

importance and self-occlusions. 
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Experiment 1 – System Reconfigurability  

An initial simulated test, consisting of three runs, each showing 100 frames of a subject 

walking, was performed to determine how sensing-system re-configurability affects form-

recognition performance. Static cameras were used for the first trial (i.e., no system re-

configurability). The remaining two runs were conducted using a velocity-constrained and an 

ideal (velocity-unconstrained) reconfiguration system, respectively. In the two dynamic-

camera experiments, the initial camera poses were the same as for the static-camera case: two 

of the four cameras were given linear-translation ability, and all cameras could pan up to ±90˚ 

from their initial pose.  

In each trial, the subject maintained a constant velocity of 100 mm/s on a straight-line path 

through the center of the workspace. For the velocity-constrained system, the maximum 

velocity was 450 mm/s, with a maximum acceleration of 9000 mm/s2. The ideal system is 

considered to have unlimited velocity and acceleration (i.e., instantaneous repositioning of 

cameras). A virtual image acquisition rate of 10 frames-per-second (fps) was assumed for the 

quasi-static simulations. 

In the proposed algorithm, each sensor uses a weighted combination of three sub-metrics 

to rank poses: the area of the target bounding cylinder that is visible, the angle to the target, 

and the distance to the target. An upper limit of 0.25 was selected for the overall error metric 

(the lower the value, the better the match probability). Any frame with an error value above 

this limit is not considered to yield a positive match. This value was determined through 

statistical analysis of multiple previous runs, resulting in at least 95% true positive matches 

for un-rejected frames, and less than 2% false negative.  

The results presented in Figure 5 show a clear tangible overall reduction in error values 

with the use of a velocity-constrained dynamic sensing system versus the static-camera case. 

However, some problematic instances are still noticeable. For example at Frames 31 to 41, the 

system was unable to move the cameras to their optimal poses due to movement-time 

constraints. An example frame analysis is provided in Appendix B. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of error metric over three trials of 100 frames each, with walking action 

performed by the target. 
 

 
Experiment 2 – Effect of OoI-Pose-Prediction Noise  

From the results of Experiment 1, one can conclude that sensing-system re-configurability 

tangibly reduces the average error-metric values and improves form-recognition performance. 

Additional simulated experiments are presented herein to validate the performance of the 

system under non-ideal OoI pose estimation, which would be inherent in any real-world 

application.  

For these simulated experiments, the prediction agent implementation is that of a Kalman 

Filter (KF), with second-order (position, velocity, and acceleration) state variables. The input 

observations to the KF are taken from the form-recognition agent, which tracks the position of 

the head of the subject as a reference center-point. Only 2D tracking is considered, as it is 

assumed for these trials that the subject does not change elevation significantly. Input images 

to the system still come from the simulation environment developed for the previous trials. 

A total of four trials were performed. As before, an error metric upper limit of 0.25 was 

selected, and real-world velocity- and acceleration-constrained reconfigurations were used. 

The initial positions of all obstacles and the subject are similar to the previous experiments. 

The four trials consisted of (1) Ideal prediction, Static Obstacles (similar to Trial 2 from 
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Experiment 1), (2) Ideal Prediction, Dynamic Obstacles, (3) Real-world prediction, Static 

Obstacles, and (4) Real-world prediction, Dynamic Obstacles. 

Figure 6 shows the ideal paths of the obstacles and subject for these trials. The same 100 

walking frames are used for the articulated model. However the demand instant spacing is 

now 4 frames of separation, to highlight the effects of prediction on the system. Thus, a total 

of 25 data points are presented for each run.  The Obstacles 1 and 2 followed their linear paths 

with constant velocities of [ ]1000100=v  mm/s and [ ]500100 −−=v  mm/s, 

respectively.  

All the trials, as expected, yielded results which are very similar to those in Experiment 1, 

confirming the robustness of the system to noise in OoI motion prediction, Figures 7 and 8.  

 

 

 
Figure 6. Initial positions and obstacle/subject paths for dynamic obstacle trials.  
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Figure 7. Subject pose estimation for Trial 3. 
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Figure 8. Error metric comparisons. 
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5.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, an agent-based sensing-system reconfiguration methodology is proposed for the 

surveillance of time-varying-geometry objects. A central planner agent, using ranked 

visibility metric evaluations from multiple sensor agents, is used to select sensor assignments 

and poses for a system of sensors tracking a single, dynamic, and articulated subject. A set of 

rules, and a referee agent, ensure the correct aggregate system behavior. Experiments have 

shown that, overall, a tangible improvement in form-recognition performance can be attained 

over static sensor placement. The proposed methodology was also shown to be capable of 

dealing with uncertainty in target pose estimation in the presence of multiple, dynamic 

obstacles.  

 

Appendix A:  Form Recognition 

Key interest points are recovered through a simple implementation of a color cues algorithm – 

each limb segment is assigned a unique color. From the center lines, 2D intersections are 

determined. These intersections, along with the camera calibration matrices, are then used to 

determine a line equation for each different view of the same key-point (e.g., in this case, the 

left elbow), Figure 6. A robust solver finds the intersection of these lines in 3D space and, 

thus, the world coordinates of the point. The first point recovered is a reference point, the 

head center. The other contiguous regions of the OoI are then identified, and key-points 

determined. A simple fitting method is used to form the feature vector via four form-invariant 

reference points on the OoI. 

A measure of the uncertainty of the fit is defined as: 

( ) msuam nCnCCE 321 ++−∝ ∑ xx (A1) 
 

For each recovered keypoint location (relative to the model reference center), x, and each 

corresponding model location, x , C , C , and C  are proportionality constants, nm,  ua1 2 3  is the 

number of unassigned points, nem is the number of missing points, and the sum is over all 

assigned points. This method of fitting is performed on each model in the database and a 

minimum uncertainty fit is determined (subject to some upper limit for recognition).  

In order to recognize the current OoI action, a post-process method is used. The search 

begins by comparing each recovered form to a set of ‘start poses’ and ‘end poses’ from the 

database. Whenever a near match (subject to a lower limit for recognition) to both a start and 

end frame is found, the frames between these are time-normalized. A metric of distance to 
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each database set containing these start and end forms is calculated. This distance is compared 

to a second limit, and a match is determined if the distance is sufficiently small. 

It is important to note that all vision algorithms used in the simulated experiments are 

tolerant to partial occlusions, image noise, etc. In addition, the methodology itself is designed 

to be robust to uncertainty introduced at various points, such as during pose and form 

recovery. As such, the experiments have been carefully designed to highlight only a single 

factor at a time for comparison.  

 

 

Camera n 

xc

yc

Left Forearm 

Left Upper Arm 

Detected Elbow 

Figure A1. Simplified implementation of key-point detection using color cues. 
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Figure A2. Implementation of algorithm to recover world coordinates of key-points. 
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Appendix B: An Example Frame Analysis 

As an example frame, let us examine Frame 85 in Example 1 in Section 4, where a positive 

match was determined by the ideal algorithm, but significant error in the recovered model still 

exists. This is the result of the system rejecting incomplete data on one or more model sub-

sections and, thus, not recovering that portion of the model. Specifically, as shown in Figure 

B1, the left arm of the subject is not visible. Although the images are shown without noise for 

clarity, all simulated images had Gaussian noise added, with distribution parameters 

determined from the measurement of real-world cameras.  
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                                                                    (b) 

Figure B1. (a) The four camera views and (b) sensing-system configuration at Frame 85. 
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Appendix C:  Non-Uniform Importance and Self-Occlusions 

Experiment – Verification of Non-Uniform Importance  

For this set of experiments, the goal is to verify that viewpoints are non-uniform in their 

importance. Namely, the goal is to show that some views may contain more unique, useful 

information about the subject than do others. For this experiment, the same initial conditions 

as in Experiment 1 were used, with the exception of the removal of both obstacles. For each 

of the four runs, a subset of two cameras is chosen to reconstruct the model of the subject at 

each demand instant. If the subject were completely uniform in appearance, and all 

viewpoints offered exactly the same information about the subject, then, one would expect to 

note very close correlation in each of the error metric graphs. However, as one can note in 

Figure C1, this is clearly not the case. 
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Figure C1. Comparison of error metric for four different sets of two cameras each. 

 

From Figure C1, one can note that, for most frames, there exist major differences in the 

error metric value since entire segments of the subject are not recovered due to non-uniform 

viewpoints – as a view from two cameras is the minimum amount of data needed to recover 

the world position of a key-point under our implementation. In cases such as Frames 2, 5, 24, 

etc., one can clearly note that different parts of the object are recognized under different 
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camera pairs. Generally, those with camera pairs on the same side (1&2 or 3&4) have lower 

error metrics, as they are more likely to produce two views of the same object subparts. 

Finally, there is also a repeating pattern (with a period of approximately 2-3 frames) of an 

increasing, followed by a decreasing error metric spike – this is likely due to self-occlusion of 

the leg joint during walking. The effect of self-occlusion is greatly amplified when using a 

limited number of cameras. One can, thus, conclude that all viewpoints are not equal in the 

information they contain – while fusion from more cameras may hide this fact, it is essential 

that cameras be assigned to acquire as much unique information as possible at each instant. 

 

Experiment – Effect of Self Occlusion  

This experiment was designed to quantify the effects of self-occlusion on this particular vision 

algorithm. In particular, it is designed to show that without directly considering the current 

and predicted form of the subject, there will be partial (or full) self occlusions, and these will 

impact recognition performance. 

The same experimental setup as above was used, with 100 frames of a linear walking 

motion. Both external obstacles were removed for these trials, and the reconfiguration 

capability of the system was limited to real-world velocity and acceleration limits. In order to 

simulate the effects of increasing self-occlusion, the radius of the limbs of the articulated 

model was increased with each successive trial. The results from the four trials are shown in 

Figure C2, up to a 60% increase in limb radius. 

The results for this trial clearly show the negative effect of increasing self-occlusion. First 

of all, one can note the same periodic spikes in the error metric originally seen in the 

experiment above. As the limb radius increases, these spikes grow larger as more parts of the 

articulated model are not recovered. As such, self-occlusion can prevent model recovery and 

reduce performance in this manner. Also, in frames preceding and following each of these 

spikes, all parts of the model are considered recognized for most trials. However, let us for 

example consider Frames 46-49 and 51-54: For these frames, all trials show the model to be 

completely recovered, though one can note a clear trend of increasing error with increasing 

self-occlusion. Although the algorithm does not fail to recover the model, the quality of the 

output is clearly affected. 
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Figure C2. Comparison of error metric for varying degrees of limb size. 
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